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Short Bio for Introductions
Kuehl is pronounced Keel – like the bottom of a boat
Dr. Chris Kuehl is a Managing Director of Armada Corporate Intelligence. He
provides forecasts and strategic guidance for a wide variety of corporate clients
around the world. He is the chief economist for several national and international
organizations – Fabricators and Manufacturers Association, National Association of
Credit Management, Finance, Credit and International Business and the Business
Information Industry Association. He is also the economic analyst for several state
accounting societies – Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee and Kansas.
Prior to starting Armada in 1999 he was a professor of economics and finance for 15
years – teaching in the US, Hungary, Russia, Estonia, Singapore and Taiwan. He
holds advanced degrees in economics, Soviet studies and East Asian studies.
Chris is the author of Business Intelligence Briefs and Executive Intelligence Briefs both publications from Armada. He is also responsible for the Credit Manager’s
Index from NACM and Fabrinomics from the FMA.
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Corporate Background
Managing Director of Armada Corporate Intelligence. Armada performs the functions
of a strategy office for clients through combining the traditions of corporate and
competitive intelligence, economic forecasting and strategic planning. The aim is to
inform strategic planning through analysis and forecasting.
Major clients include TranSystems, YRC Freight, C-Biz, Kansas City Southern
Railroad, Echo Logistics, and others.
Chief Economist for the Fabricators and Manufacturers Association. He writes their
twice monthly publication – Fabrinomics – and serves as economic commentator at
all of their national and international meetings.
Chief Economist for the National Association of Credit Management. He prepares
their monthly Credit Managers Index – a national survey of credit and financial
movement - and serves as economic analyst and commentator for their various
meetings and conferences
Red Team economist for US Army, US Marines, US Air Force and the US Border
Patrol
Economic Analyst for Missouri Society of CPAs, the Kentucky Society of CPAs, the
Tennessee Society of CPAs, and the Kansas Society of CPAs
Economic analyst for the Industrial Heating Equipment Association where he
prepares the monthly IHEA Economic Trends Index
Economic Analyst for the Riemer Reporting Service
Editor and publisher of Business Intelligence Briefs. The publication provides
information on national and regional political and economic trends that affect
business decisions and is distributed through various business organizations.
Seminar presenter and keynote speaker for a wide variety of business organizations
and corporate events.
Education Background
Holds a Ph.D in Political Economics and Masters Degrees in Soviet Studies and in
East Asian Studies.
Held the position of Elizabeth Harvey Rhodes Chair of International Business for
Baker University from 1990 to 1995. Has been visiting faculty at Tartu University in
Estonia, Budapest University of Economic Sciences in Hungary, Ming Chuan College
in Taiwan, Moscow University in Russia and the University of Singapore in
Singapore. Was on the faculty of Avila College from 1987 to 1990 and has been
adjunct faculty for 11 colleges and universities since 1986.
Community Participation
Serves as economic analyst for the local NBC, Fox and ABC affiliates in Kansas City
as well as CNN. He appears regularly as an on-camera commentator and provides
background information for reporters.
He appears regularly as an economics commentator on KMBZ radio as well as
KXTR.
Personal Contact Information
Address – 4015 N. 110 Street, Kansas City, Kansas 66109
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Phone – cell - (816) 304-3017
Program Topics
Trends and forecasts for the US domestic economy – The titles change constantly as
does the content. This is a very current assessment of the US economy at the time of
the presentation and a forward looking analysis of trends to watch.
Trends and forecasts for the global economy – As with the domestic economy
presentation this one looks at the situation facing the global economy and provides
the analysis of future trends. This can be a very broad sweep or it can be narrowed to
specific regions such as Europe, Asia, Latin America, Africa and the Middle East.
There is also the opportunity to target specific nations.
Focused economic programs – These can either be domestic in concentration or
global but they hone in on some specfic industry or sector. These have included
manufacturing, transportation and logistics, credit management, accounting, banking
and finance, health care, energy and retail. Others can be developed upon request.
Special topics – These have included presentations on the economic impact of piracy
and organized crime, the impact of global terrorism on economic trends, and the
extent to which financial cime and corruption has affected global trade patterns.

